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The Shaker Door has been the Heart & Soul of kitchen looks and styles for 
generations of homeowners and remains an ever more popular choice today. 

The shaker look is renowned for being both timeless and versatile with it’s 
pared back style and perfectly proportioned frame options, which is why we 
have chosen to create our very own unique collection called Heart & Soul. 

Heart & Soul shaker doors provide you with the traditional, handmade 
asthetic, whilst also giving you the flexibilty of design through styles and 
finishes. With our Heart & Soul Collection we offer you infinate possibilities 
to create your dream kitchen look. From lined to unlined, wide frame or thin 
frame, smooth finish or woodgrain all with complimentary accessories which 
allow you to create a modern look or the more traditional look kitchen. 

Whatever you choose, the highly desirable kitchen looks of Heart & Soul will 
give you the appearance of an expensive looking kitchen without the expense.
Go for a stylish makoever by simply changing your doors, or a completely 
new look with matching trims, panels, worksurfaces and new cabinets,where 
needed.  

Now you can have an expensive looking 
kitchen, without the expense.

So many of our customers 
start  out  thinking they are 
only having a makeover and 
end up talking as if they 
have had a new kitchen, as 
the end results are so very, 
very good.

‘‘

‘‘

MARK LEWIS - DESIGNER
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BELFAST SERICA PEBBLE
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WILTON OAKGRAIN AZURE BLUE & LIGHT GREY
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RICHMOND MATT TAUPE
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CARRICK KOMBU GREEN
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OTTOWA SERICA PORCELAIN
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CAMBRIDGE MATT PEBBLE & HALIFAX WHITEOAK
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CATWALK COLOURS

SHAKER DOOR STYLES & POPULAR COLOURS
HEART&soul
shaker style

Plain Shaker - wide frame Plain Shaker - thin frame

PLAIN SHAKER
Available in many 
different frame widths
and colours 

Lined Shaker - wide frame Lined Shaker - thin frame

LINED SHAKER
Available in many 
different frame widths
and colours 
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Kombu
Green

Light Grey Marine Blue Pebble Stone Grey Taupe White Grey

Alabaster Dakkar Denim Dust Grey Graphite Indigo Blue Kashmir Halifax Oak

There are many other vinyl 
colours available. 
Pictures are for illustrative 
purposes only. 
Always check colour and  
style against door sample.

 HEART & SOUL - POPULAR COLOURS



WOODGRAIN THIN FRAME LIGHT GREY & MARINE BLUE
HEART&soul
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WOODGRAIN BEADED LIGHT GREY
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WOODGRAIN WIDE FRAME DAKKAR
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WOODGRAIN BEADED DUST GREY
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CATWALK COLOURS

WOODGRAIN SHAKER STYLES & POPULAR COLOURS
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Woodgrain - wide frame

Woodgrain - thin frameWoodgrain - beaded frame



Why you should choose the Kitchen & Makeover 
Company for your kitchen makeover.

In choosing the Kitchen & Makeover Company, you are choosing a company 
and its individuals that are totally dedicated to the art of creating amazing 
makeovers. To us it’s not a side line, or a bolt on, it’s been the heartbeat of 
our business for well over a decade now. We are your local specialists. 
And we live, eat, sleep and breathe makeovers. 

For you, that means you are going to get the most enthusiastic service, 
the most knowledgable advice with the most amazing outcome. And at a price 
far less than changing your entire kitchen.

You can trust us implicitly to deliver the look you want. We appreciate the trust 
you put in us and take total ownership of the end result. So much so, that if we 
ourselves were not totally happy with the outcome, we would purchase at our 
own expense, the necessary items to complete the look.

We put the outcome for you, way ahead of the profit for us.

REPLACEMENT KITCHEN DOORS AND MORE...

Dear Mark and Lisa

“ We would like to say a big 
“ thank you” for all the help and 
advice you gave us to select  and 
have fitted our new kitchen doors, 
drawers and worktops.
The makeover itself was exactly 
what  you had promised and more..

Diana + Brian

Loughton
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REPLACEMENT KITCHEN DOORS AND MORE...

You could start by giving us a call:

020 8418 9192
You could visit our Loughton showroom. 
Open Weekdays 10.00am - 5.00pm and 
Saturdays 10.00am - 4.00pm

36a Church Hill, Loughton
Essex, IG10 1LA

Or we could come and see you for 
a first stage chat and to measure up. 
It usually only takes about twenty minutes 
and then we are away to put together some 
proposals for you to consider. If this suits
you best just give us a call on the number 
opposite to make an appointment. 

 

We would love to have a chat about having a  
kitchen makeover. What do we do next?

Email: info@kitchensandmakeovers.com
Online: www.kitchensandmakeovers.com
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